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Background: Since the 1991 Gulf War concerns have been raised about the effects on veterans’ health of
exposures to Kuwaiti oil fire smoke and to dust storms.
Methods: A cross sectional study compared 1456 Australian Gulf War veterans with a randomly sampled
military comparison group (n = 1588). A postal questionnaire asked about respiratory conditions,
exposures, medications, tobacco use, demographic characteristics, and military service details. During a
medical assessment, spirometric tests and a physical examination were performed and a respiratory
questionnaire was administered.
Results: The response rate for the Gulf War veteran group was 80.5% and for the comparison group
56.8%. Australian Gulf War veterans had a higher than expected prevalence of respiratory symptoms and
respiratory conditions suggesting asthma (OR 1.4; 95% CI 1.1 to 1.9) and bronchitis first diagnosed since
the Gulf War (OR 1.9; 95% CI 1.2 to 3.1) but did not have poorer lung function or more ventilatory
abnormalities than the comparison group. Veterans who reported exposure to oil fire smoke had slightly
poorer forced vital capacity (difference between means –0.10 l; 95% CI –0.18 to –0.03) and those
exposed to dust storms had a slightly better peak expiratory flow rate (difference between means 12.0 l/
min; 95% CI 0.6 to 23.4) than veterans who did not report exposure. Veterans who were in the Gulf at or
after the start of the oil fires had more respiratory conditions suggesting asthma (OR 1.7; 95% CI 1.0 to
2.9) than those who completed their deployment before this time.
Conclusions: Increased self-reporting of respiratory symptoms, asthma, and bronchitis by veterans was not
reflected in poorer lung function. The findings do not suggest major long term sequelae of exposure to oil
fire smoke or dust storms.

uring the 1991 Gulf War Iraqi forces deliberately set fire
to 613 of 943 Kuwaiti oil wells and damaged a further
175.1 There has been concern that exposure during the
Gulf War to smoke from burning oil wells (SMOIL) or to sand
and dust storms in the region may have had adverse effects
on the respiratory health of Gulf War veterans.
Plumes of smoke from the resulting fires contained a
varying composition of gases (including oxides of carbon and
nitrogen, ozone, sulfur dioxide, hydrogen sulfide, methane),
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, trace metals, volatile
organic compounds such as benzene and toluene, and
particles including soot and inorganic salts.2–4 SMOIL
particles were in the respirable size range, mostly between
0.1 mm and 1.0 mm.3 The plumes from individual fires merged
to produce a supercomposite plume of black smoke approximately 40 km wide that was carried out over the Persian Gulf
by the prevailing north-westerly winds.2
Naturally occurring sand and dust storms of the region also
contributed to the increased levels of airborne particulate
matter of 10 mm diameter or less (PM10) observed at several
monitoring sites during 1991.4–6 Sand (75%), rather than
smoke (23%), was the main constituent of particulate matter
with the remaining 2% originating from several other sources
including engine exhaust.6
Acute respiratory infections7 and respiratory tract complaints8 were a common cause of morbidity during the Gulf
War among land based US troops. Deployment to Kuwait and
proximity to the oil well fires were associated with an
increased incidence of eye and respiratory symptoms during
the Gulf War.9 Since the Gulf War, respiratory symptoms and
medical conditions have been more commonly self-reported

by veterans in postal or telephone surveys10–12 and ‘‘diseases
of the respiratory system’’ has been a relatively common
diagnosis in self-referred veteran populations in registry
studies.13 There has been very limited objective evaluation of
respiratory function in veterans using spirometric tests14 15
and none in the larger cross sectional studies of representative populations.10–12 16
Australia deployed 1871 defence personnel to the Gulf area
as part of a larger multinational response to the invasion of
Kuwait by Iraq on 2 August 1990. We aimed to investigate
whether Australian veterans had a higher than expected
prevalence of respiratory symptoms and respiratory conditions and poorer lung function. We also investigated whether
veterans who reported exposure to SMOIL or to dust storms,
or who were in the Gulf at or after the start of the air war,
had more respiratory conditions and poorer lung function
than those who did not report exposure or who completed
their deployment before this time.

METHODS
Study population
The study population comprised the entire cohort of 1871
Australian veterans (1833 men, 38 women) who had served
in the Gulf region during the period from 2 August 1990 to
4 September 1991 (1579 Navy, 123 Army, 169 Air Force
personnel). A comparison group of 2924 subjects (2850
men, 74 women) was randomly selected from 26 411
Abbreviations: FEV1, forced expiratory volume in 1 second; FVC,
forced vital capacity; PEFR, peak expiratory flow rate; SMOIL, smoke
from burning oil wells
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Data collection
Participants completed a self-administered postal questionnaire which included questions about demographic and
military service details, cigarette smoking and tobacco use,
doctor diagnosed or treated medical conditions including the
year first diagnosed, current use of medicine, exposure to
dust storms and intense smoke and use of a respirator during
active military deployments, and the period of time in contact
with SMOIL during the Gulf War deployment.
Participants undertook a health assessment at one of 10
medical clinics located around Australia. Respiratory symptoms and conditions were assessed using a questionnaire
based on the European Community Respiratory Health
Survey (ECRHS)18 and the American Thoracic Society (ATS)
questionnaires.19 Height and weight were measured using a
stadiometer and Tanita Body Composition Analyzers TBF410, respectively. Maximal forced expiratory measurements
were obtained using the flow sensing QRS SpiroCard
spirometers20 with Office Medic software (QRS Diagnostic,
Plymouth, MN, USA) according to recommended ATS
procedures.21 Skin prick testing was conducted with standardised house dust mite, grass mix, cat dander and mould mix
allergen extracts, negative and positive controls.
The respiratory system was examined for pharyngitis,
tonsillar enlargement and/or inflammation or absence,
respiratory rate, chest deformity, wheeze on auscultation,
and other abnormalities. The doctor also asked about selfreported doctor diagnosed or treated asthma and bronchitis
in the postal questionnaire and classified the likelihood of
diagnosis as ‘‘non-medical’’, ‘‘unlikely’’, ‘‘possible’’ or ‘‘probable’’. This was done to improve the accuracy of classification
of these self-reported diagnoses.
Asthma ever was defined as a positive response to the
question: ‘‘Have you ever had asthma?’’ Doctor diagnosed
asthma was defined as asthma that had been confirmed by a
doctor.18 The ECRHS definition suggesting asthma was an
attack of asthma or being woken by an attack of shortness of
breath at any time in the previous 12 months or current use
of asthma medication.18 Air flow limitation was defined
physiologically as forced expiratory volume in 1 second/
forced vital capacity (FEV1/FVC) ,70%.22 Doctor diagnosed
chronic bronchitis was defined as a positive response to the
questions: ‘‘Have you ever had chronic bronchitis?’’ and
‘‘Was this confirmed by a doctor?’’19 Chronic obstructive
bronchitis was defined as cough for as long as 3 months in
each of the past 2 years and FEV1/FVC ,70% .22 23 A working
definition of emphysema was doctor diagnosed emphysema
ever, or shortness of breath when hurrying on level ground or
walking up a slight hill and either shortness of breath
walking with other people of your own age or having to stop
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for breath when walking at your own pace on level ground, or
FEV1/FVC ,70%.
Atopy was defined as a positive response on skin prick
testing (mean wheal diameter of allergen solution at least
3 mm greater than that of negative control)24 to one or more
allergen extracts. Pack years of cigarette consumption
(assuming 20 cigarettes per pack) were based on the reported
average quantity of cigarettes, tobacco or cigars smoked per
day, and duration of smoking in years.
Ventilatory function in participants was classified as ‘‘no
abnormality’’ (FVC >80% predicted and FEV1/FVC% >70%)
or an ‘‘obstructive’’ (FEV1/FVC% ,70% and FVC >80%
predicted), ‘‘restrictive’’ (FVC ,80% predicted and FEV1/
FVC% >70%) or ‘‘mixed’’ (FVC ,80% predicted and FEV1/
FVC% ,70%) ventilatory defect.25

Statistical analysis
Statistical analyses were performed using Stata version 7.0.26
Associations between deployment and symptoms/medical
conditions, adjusted for potential confounding factors (age
(linear term), height (linear term), smoking (0, ,10, 10–20,
.20 pack years), weight, atopy, branch of service, rank,
highest education level and marital status) using logistic
regression were reported as adjusted prevalence odds ratios
(ORs) with 95% confidence intervals (95% CI). Predicted
values of lung function were calculated using multiple
regression equations for peak expiratory flow rate (PEFR)27
and other lung function indices.28 Differences in the mean
values of lung function indices between study groups,
adjusting for potential confounding factors (as listed above),
were obtained using robust linear regression.29 Exposureresponse trends were computed using SMOIL exposure as a
categorical variable in the regressions.
To investigate the possible effects of participation bias on
our results, we collected brief demographic and 12 item Short
Form Health Survey (SF-12)30 31 data from a telephone survey
of non-participants. Study participants who completed the
postal questionnaire also completed the SF-12. A prediction
model was used to compute an age, rank, and service
adjusted odds ratio for the relative health outcome of doctor
diagnosed asthma in Gulf War veterans versus comparison
group subjects as if the study had achieved full participation.
The predicted ‘‘full participation’’ adjusted ORs were averaged over 100 replications of the analyses.17

RESULTS
Demographic data, atopy and smoking
Because of the very small numbers of female veterans, the
analyses were limited to male subjects: 1424 veterans (1232
Navy, 87 Army, 105 Air Force) and 1548 in the comparison
group (1123 Navy, 172 Army, 253 Air Force). Veterans were
slightly younger, more likely to have served in the Navy, were
less highly ranked, and less likely to have tertiary education
than comparison group subjects.17 A similar proportion of
veterans and comparison group were defined as atopic
(52.3% v 52.6%) and were categorised as current (25.9% v
23.0%), former (30.4% v 32.2%), or never/occasional (43.5% v
44.6%) smokers. Veteran current and former smokers
smoked less than current (mean 18.5 v 21.6 pack years)
and former (12.6 v 14.9 pack years) smokers in the
comparison group.
Respiratory symptoms and conditions
Veterans reported all respiratory symptoms more commonly
than did the comparison group (table 1) and the results were
statistically significant for all symptoms except morning
cough and sputum.
We used several definitions to compare asthma, air flow
limitation, chronic bronchitis and emphysema between study
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Australian Defence Force personnel who were in operational
units at the time of the Gulf War but were not deployed to
that conflict. The comparison group was frequency matched
to the veteran group by sex, service type, and three-year age
bands, and additionally by officer/non-officer status within
the Army subgroup and by aircrew/non-aircrew status within
the Air Force subgroup. The study was conducted from
August 2000 to April 2002. Subjects were recruited via mailed
invitation with two further mailings and follow up telephone
contact for non-responders.
Overall, from the 1808 eligible veterans (not deceased or
living overseas for the duration of the study) and 2796
eligible comparison group subjects, 1456 (80.5%) veterans
and 1588 (56.8%) comparison group subjects participated, as
described previously.17
The human research ethics committees of Monash
University, Department of Veterans’ Affairs, and the
Department of Defence approved the study.
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Respiratory symptoms

Gulf War
veterans
n (%)

Comparison
group
n (%)

Adjusted
OR*

95% CI

Wheeze only
Wheeze when no cold
Wheeze with breathlessness
Nocturnal chest tightness
Nocturnal cough
Morning cough
Day or night time cough
Morning sputum
Spontaneous dyspnoea
Post-exertional dyspnoea
Nocturnal dyspnoea

345 (24.9)
228 (16.6)
171 (12.4)
191 (13.9)
337 (24.3)
144 (10.4)
206 (14.9)
211 (15.3)
106 (7.7)
297 (21.6)
78 (5.6)

259 (18.8)
152 (11.1)
99 (7.2)
137 (10.0)
250 (18.1)
121 (8.8)
157 (11.4)
172 (12.5)
66 (4.8)
231 (16.8)
51 (3.7)

1.4
1.6
1.8
1.4
1.4
1.2
1.3
1.2
1.6
1.3
1.5

1.2
1.3
1.3
1.1
1.1
0.9
1.0
1.0
1.1
1.1
1.0

to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to

1.7
2.0
2.3
1.9
1.7
1.5
1.6
1.5
2.2
1.6
2.2

*Odds ratios are adjusted for age, height, smoking, weight, atopy, education, marital status, service, and rank.

groups. Table 2 shows that veterans reported more asthma
than the comparison group using the ECRHS definition
suggesting asthma and significantly more bronchitis that had
first been diagnosed since the Gulf War and rated as a
possible or probable diagnosis, but there were no differences
between the groups based on alternative definitions or for
emphysema.
The risks of respiratory symptoms and conditions across
subgroups of service type, age and rank at the time of
deployment were also examined. The reporting of wheeze in
veterans compared with the comparison group varied across
service types and was greatest in the Army (Navy adjusted
OR 1.3 (95% CI 1.0 to 1.6); Army adjusted OR 2.9 (95% CI 1.5
to 5.7); Air Force adjusted OR 2.1 (95% CI 1.0 to 4.2); p value
for interaction = 0.040). Similarly, the reporting of morning
sputum in veterans compared with the comparison group
varied across ranks and was lowest in officers (Officer
adjusted OR 0.5 (95% CI 0.3 to 1.0); other ranks-supervisory
adjusted OR 1.4 (95% CI 1.0 to 1.9); other ranks-non
supervisory adjusted OR 1.5 (95% CI 1.0 to 2.2); p value for
interaction = 0.022). There were no differences in the risk of
respiratory symptoms with age or in the risk of respiratory
conditions with service type, age, or rank.
Lung function and ventilatory abnormalities
Spirometric tests were completed by 1341 veterans and 1340
comparison group subjects. ATS criteria were used to decide
Table 2

which spirometric data to include in the analysis.21 A slightly
lower proportion of veterans than the comparison group met
the ATS criteria overall (79.8% v 82.9%) and the reproducibility criteria for FVC (82.0% v 85.4%) and FEV1 (85.3% v
88.5%).
Table 3 shows the lung function indices compared between
study groups. The lung function of veterans and the
comparison group was very similar. The slightly greater
FEV1/FVC%, mean FEF75% and mean FEF25–75% in veterans
were not considered to be clinically important differences.
There were no differences in the risk of impaired flow indices
or volumes across subgroups of age, service type, or rank
(data not shown).
The majority of individuals in both study groups did not
have any ventilatory abnormality (90.7% veterans v 89.6%
comparison group). Similar proportions of veterans and
comparison group subjects had obstructive (6.4% v 8.2%,
adjusted OR 0.8 (95% CI 0.6 to 1.1)), restrictive (3.1% v 2.3%,
adjusted OR 1.5 (95% CI 0.8 to 2.6)), or mixed (0.2% v 0.4%,
adjusted OR 0.7 (95% CI 0.1 to 4.2)) ventilatory defects,
respectively.
In our analyses we have maximised the use of available
data so the denominators may vary slightly. In order to assess
whether differences between overall results for self-reported
respiratory symptoms and respiratory conditions and spirometry were due to the different numbers of subjects included
in each analysis, we re-analysed the respiratory symptoms

Prevalence and odds ratios (ORs) of respiratory conditions

Respiratory condition
Asthma
Asthma ever
Doctor diagnosed asthma
Current use of asthma medication
ECRHS definition suggesting asthma
Doctor diagnosed asthma first diagnosed
in 1991 or later and rated as a possible
or probable diagnosis
Air flow limitation
FEV1/FVC% ,70%
Chronic bronchitis
Doctor diagnosed chronic bronchitis
Chronic obstructive bronchitis
Doctor diagnosed bronchitis first diagnosed
in 1991 or later and rated as a possible
or probable diagnosis
Emphysema
Working definition of emphysema

Gulf War
veterans
n (%)

Comparison
group
n (%)

Adjusted
OR*
95% CI

190 (13.7)
165 (12.0)
59 (4.3)
141 (10.2)

162 (11.8)
141 (10.3)
44 (3.2)
102 (7.5)

1.2
1.2
1.4
1.4

0.9
0.9
0.9
1.1

53 (4)

42 (3)

1.2

0.8 to 1.8

68 (6.4)

93 (8.4)

0.8

0.5 to 1.1

142 (10.3)
11 (1.0)

116 (8.4)
13 (1.1)

1.1
1.0

0.9 to 1.5
0.4 to 2.3

47 (4)

27 (2)

1.9

1.2 to 3.1

117 (11.1)

121 (11.0)

1.0

0.8 to 1.4

to
to
to
to

1.5
1.5
2.2
1.9

*Odds ratios adjusted for age, height, smoking, weight, atopy, rank, service, education and marital status.
Odds ratios adjusted for service type, rank, age, education and marital status.
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Table 3 Lung function indices
Comparison group

Mean (SD)

% predicted (SD)

Mean (SD)

% predicted (SD)

Adjusted difference between means*
(95% CI)

FEV1 (l)
FVC (l)
FEV1/FVC%
PEFR (l/min)
FEF25–75% (l/s)
FEF75% (l/s)

4.07 (0.64)
5.13 (0.78)
79.6 (6.0)
597.6 (97.8)
3.94 (1.12)
1.68 (0.61)

98.0 (13.4)
101.5 (12.6)
–
105.7 (16.3)
90.2 (25.4)
78.4 (27.7)

4.04 (0.64)
5.15 (0.79)
78.6 (5.8)
598.2 (93.0)
3.79 (1.1)
1.57 (0.6)

97.8 (12.9)
102.8 (12.7)
–
106.5 (15.5)
87.7 (24.3)
74.0 (25.9)

0.005 (–0.04 to 0.05)
–0.04 (–0.09 to 0.01)
0.7 (0.2 to 1.1)
0.6 (–7.2 to 8.4)
0.06 (–0.03 to 0.16)
0.05 (0.01 to 0.10)

*Adjusted differences between means were obtained using robust linear regression adjusting for age, height, smoking, weight, atopy, rank, service, education,
and marital status.

and respiratory conditions reported in the respiratory questionnaire using only those subjects who completed spirometric tests to ATS standards for FVC. The resulting adjusted
ORs differed minimally, by 0.1 at the most. This provides
reassurance that the differences in our results are not due to
changes in denominators.
Respiratory examination findings
Most individual respiratory examination abnormalities and a
finding of any respiratory abnormality were slightly more
common in the veterans than in the comparison group and
were statistically significant for wheeze on auscultation
(1.6% v 0.6%, adjusted OR 2.6 (95% CI 1.1 to 5.9)).
Respiratory exposures
In relation to their Gulf War deployment, 783 (55.7%)
veterans reported use of respirators, 666 (47.5%) reported
exposure to dust storms, and 754 (53.9%) reported exposure
to SMOIL. SMOIL exposure was further categorised as
‘‘high’’ (exposed for 5 or more hours/day outside for 10 or
more days) or ‘‘low’’ (exposed for fewer hours per day and/or
for fewer days); SMOIL exposure was categorised as low for
627 (44.8%) veterans and high for 127 (9.1%). The timing of a
veteran’s deployment provided an objective measure of the
likelihood of SMOIL exposure, as oil wells were set on fire
after the air war had commenced on 17 January 1991.
Deployment was completed before the air war by 331
veterans (23.3%) and 1092 (76.7%) were in the Gulf at or
after the start of the air war.
In relation to non-Gulf War active deployments, a greater
proportion of veterans than comparison group subjects had
used respirators (29.1% v 14.3%) and similar proportions
reported exposure to intense smoke (28.3% v 24.1%) and dust
storms (37.6% v 30.0%). During their civilian occupational

history, similar proportions of veterans and comparison
group subjects (6.1% v 6.0%) reported that they had been
volunteer fire fighters.
Relationship between respiratory health and Gulf War
exposures
The results of Gulf War service related exposure to SMOIL
and dust storms and the timing of completion of deployment
in relation to the air war for the ECRHS definition suggesting
asthma, FEV1, and FVC are shown in tables 4–6. These
analyses were confined to veterans only.
There was a slightly increased risk of asthma according to
the ECRHS definition in veterans who were in the Gulf at or
after the start of the air war of borderline significance
(p = 0.054, table 4). Reported exposure to SMOIL was
associated with a small decrease in FVC (table 6).
Increasing exposure to SMOIL was associated with a decrease
in FVC but not FEV1 (tables 5 and 6). The dose response slope
indicated that the adjusted expected decrease in FVC per
category increase in SMOIL from none to low to high was
80 ml (table 6).
In addition to the results presented, reported exposure to
SMOIL was associated with a slightly increased risk of
emphysema (adjusted OR 1.7 (95% CI 1.1 to 2.6)) and
reported exposure to dust storms was associated with a slight
increase in PEFR (adjusted difference between means 12.0 l/
min (95% CI 0.6 to 23.4)).
We also investigated associations between reported SMOIL
and dust storm exposure and timing of completion of
deployment in relation to the air war for doctor diagnosed
asthma and bronchitis, the other lung function indices, and
obstructive and restrictive ventilatory abnormalities, but
there were no other significant findings.

Table 4 Relationship between ECRHS definition suggesting asthma in 1358 Gulf War
veterans and SMOIL and dust storm exposure and completion of deployment before the
air war

SMOIL
None
Any
Low
High
Dose response*
Dust storms
No
Yes
Deployment completed before air war
Yes
No

n

%

Adjusted OR

95% CI

56
81
70
11
–

9
11
12
9
–

1.0
1.2
1.3
0.9
1.1

–
0.8
0.8
0.4
0.8

63
77

9
12

1.0
1.1

–
0.8 to 1.7

22
119

7
11

1.0
1.7

–
1.0 to 2.9

to
to
to
to

1.8
1.9
1.9
1.4

*Dose response is the expected increase in the odds ratio per category increase in SMOIL exposure.
Odds ratios adjusted for age, height, weight, atopic status, smoking, service type, rank, education, and marital
status.
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SMOIL
None
Any
Low
High
Dose response*
Dust storms
No
Yes
Deployment completed before air war
Yes
No

Mean

SD

Adjusted difference
between means

95% CI

4.09
4.05
4.06
4.04
–

0.64
0.64
0.66
0.60
–

0.0
–0.05
–0.05
–0.03
–0.03

–
–0.11
–0.11
–0.15
–0.08

4.08
4.06

0.60
0.65

0.0
–0.03

–
–0.09 to 0.03

4.08
4.07

0.67
0.63

0.0
–0.06

–
–0.13 to 0.01

to
to
to
to

0.01
0.02
0.08
0.02

*Dose response is the expected change in FEV1 per category increase in SMOIL exposure.
Differences between means adjusted for age, height, weight, atopic status, smoking, service type, rank,
education, and marital status.

Assessment of possible participation bias
The telephone survey for non-participants upon which part of
the prediction model for assessing possible participation bias
was based was completed by approximately one quarter
(n = 411) of all study non-participants. The prediction model
assumed that the telephone respondents’ answers were
representative of those of the remainder of the nonparticipants.
The predicted ‘‘full participation’’ age, rank, and service
adjusted OR of differences in the prevalence of doctor
diagnosed asthma between veterans and the comparison
group was 1.14, which is only marginally lower than the
corresponding OR of 1.15 observed for participants.

DISCUSSION
Australian veterans of the 1991 Gulf War reported more
respiratory symptoms, more asthma according to the ECRHS
definition but not other definitions, and more doctor
diagnosed bronchitis that had first been diagnosed since
the Gulf War than did the randomly sampled military
comparison group. Veterans were found to have more wheeze
on examination. Lung function was similar between groups.
Veterans had a slightly higher late flow (FEF75%), suggesting
better small airways function. Even though this difference
was statistically significant, it was small and probably
clinically unimportant. Any effects of exposures such as

SMOIL or dust storms were not reflected in reductions to
FEF25–75%, FEF75%, or FEV1 that would be consistent with a
picture of greater airflow limitation in veterans.
Our findings with respect to asthma were not consistent.
While more veterans reported a condition suggesting asthma
according to the ECRHS definition,18 fewer participants
overall demonstrated airflow limitation or an obstructive
ventilatory abnormality on spirometry, and the proportions
did not differ between the study groups. Asthma is
characterised by variable airflow obstruction, and the
proportions based on FEV1/FVC ,70% relate to respiratory
function at the time of the medical assessment. Although the
absolute proportions defined as having asthma differed
according to the definitions used, the relative proportions of
the two study groups who had asthma were similar. The
finding of increased wheeze on examination of the veterans
is consistent with their greater use of asthma medications,
but not with the finding of better small airways function.
There was no obvious explanation for the differences in
symptom reporting between study groups across service types
or rank, and these may have been chance or isolated findings.
One of the strengths of our study was collecting data on
self-reported exposure to SMOIL and dust storms and
exploring the relationship between these exposures and
respiratory health outcomes. The similarity between study
groups for non-Gulf War exposures to dust storms and

Table 6 Relationship between mean forced vital capacity (FVC) of 1083 Gulf War
veterans and SMOIL and dust storm exposure and completion of deployment before the
air war

SMOIL
None
Any
Low
High
Dose response*
Dust storms
No
Yes
Deployment completed before air war
Yes
No

Mean

SD

Adjusted difference
between means

95% CI

5.17
5.10
5.11
5.03
–

0.77
0.79
0.81
0.66
–

0.0
–0.10
–0.08
–0.14
–0.08

–
–0.18
–0.16
–0.28
–0.14

5.16
5.10

0.77
0.80

0.0
–0.05

–
–0.12 to 0.02

5.11
5.14

0.80
0.78

0.0
–0.05

–
–0.14 to 0.04

to
to
to
to

20.03
0.004
0.003
20.02

*Dose response is the expected change in FVC per category increase in SMOIL exposure.
Difference between means adjusted for age, height, weight, atopic status, smoking, service type, rank, education,
and marital status.
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reproducibility) were reported.37–39 The proportion of the
study groups who fulfilled the ATS criteria was slightly lower
in the veteran group and is of some concern because it
could reflect a higher prevalence of respiratory disease in
veterans.37–39
Despite a rigorous and extended contact and recruitment
strategy applied to both study groups, the participation rate
in our comparison group was lower than that of the veteran
group but was comparable to that of other major postal
surveys of veterans.11 12 15 The differential participation rates
highlight the difficulties faced by researchers in contacting
and recruiting young, highly mobile, military populations.
Few studies have formally evaluated participation bias in
published papers. Our finding of very similar ‘‘full participation’’ predicted and observed odds ratios for doctor diagnosed
asthma suggest that participation bias is unlikely to explain
the differences (or lack thereof) in respiratory health status
found between our study groups.
We adjusted for potential confounding factors including
smoking, atopy, height and weight that were known to
increase the risk of respiratory disease or affect lung function.
It is possible that other unidentified confounding factors,
such as work exposures, may have had an impact on the
results. Information bias may have affected our results as
veterans may be more susceptible to media influences on
self-reporting of respiratory symptoms or conditions. This
source of bias would not have affected the results of objective
measures such as those based on spirometry.
Recall bias40 may have occurred, as those who experienced
respiratory symptoms may also be more likely to report
exposures such as SMOIL and dust storms.41 Veterans who
were exposed might also be more likely to associate their
symptoms with exposure than those who were not.
Worsening self-perception of health (though not worsening
physical health) over time in UK Gulf War veterans has been
associated with increased reporting of Gulf War exposures.42
Completion of deployment before the air war would not be
subject to such biases in our study. Assessment of exposure to
SMOIL and dust storms in our study was based on selfreports. SMOIL was a reliably recalled exposure, assessed
using kappa (k) as a measure of agreement43 over time in
both UK (k = 0.79)42 and US (k = 0.69)44 Gulf War veterans.
This suggests that recall bias would have had minimal impact
on the reporting of SMOIL over time and on the association
between reported SMOIL exposure and respiratory health
outcomes.
In summary, our use of a respiratory examination and
spirometric testing to compare study groups, in addition to
self-reported respiratory outcomes, increased the comprehensiveness and objectivity of our assessment over the limited
previous research on this subject. Veterans reported more
respiratory symptoms, more asthma according to one
definition, and more bronchitis first diagnosed since the
Gulf War. However, veterans did not have poorer lung
function than the comparison group, and any effects of
exposures such as SMOIL or dust storms were not reflected in
greater airflow limitation. Our findings do not suggest major
long term sequelae of exposure to oil fire smoke or dust
storms.
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intense smoke and fire fighting suggests that non-Gulf War
respiratory exposures, including occupational exposures, are
not likely to explain the increase in respiratory symptoms
reported by veterans. A greater proportion of US and UK
veterans reported SMOIL exposure (61–96%)10 32 than did
Australian veterans (53.9%). The majority of Australian
veterans were naval personnel and were less likely to be
exposed to SMOIL than the predominantly land based troops
of the US and UK forces.
Veterans who reported exposure to SMOIL had an
increased risk of emphysema, according to the working
definition used in the study, than veterans who did not report
exposure. A dose-response relationship was evident for FVC
and reported exposure to SMOIL, but the small differences
found were not considered to be clinically important.
Typically, emphysema affects FEV1 more than FVC, so these
findings are inconsistent. When we analysed respiratory
outcomes on the basis of being in the Gulf at or after the
commencement of the air war, the only association was with
ECRHS defined asthma, and this was of borderline significance. Veterans who reported exposure to dust storms
actually had a slightly better PEFR than veterans who did
not report exposure, but the difference was also small and
not clinically important.
The use of different definitions for respiratory conditions in
the different studies can make comparisons difficult. Our
finding of increased respiratory symptom reporting and of
bronchitis first diagnosed since the Gulf War in veterans
supports the findings of previous cross sectional studies.10–12 16
In addition, our finding that more veterans report asthma is
consistent with an increased reporting of asthma in veterans
from Iowa10 and the UK,12 but not with the similar rates of
asthma reported by a broader population of US veterans.11
Many of the conclusions of other epidemiological studies of
veterans’ respiratory health have been based solely on selfreported findings of postal or telephone questionnaire
surveys. The use of spirometric tests in our study has
provided objective data. Only two previous cross sectional
studies have undertaken lung function testing. Neither
Danish veterans, predominantly involved in humanitarian
and peacekeeping duties after the war had ended,15 nor US
Navy Reserve Unit construction workers14 had significantly
different lung function to their non-Gulf comparison groups.
Modelled exposure to SMOIL and US troop movements
have been integrated to assess the association of SMOIL with
respiratory health.33–35 Odds ratios for self-reported asthma
and bronchitis increased with increasing self-reported, but
not modelled, SMOIL exposure in Iowa veterans.33 Physician
diagnosed asthma in participants in a clinical evaluation
programme was associated with cumulative SMOIL exposure
and days exposed to high levels in a dose-response relationship.34 No increased risk of post-war respiratory admissions
to hospital was found in US veterans with increasing levels of
exposure.35
Our study has a number of strengths including the use of
objective measures of health and of exposure assessment
where possible, and a recognised approach for comparing
groups using various definitions.36 A further strength is the
use of a randomly sampled military comparison group.
We used ATS criteria for standardising the performance
and evaluation of spirometric parameters.21 The ATS criteria
were primarily developed for clinical settings but their
application has been extended to epidemiological studies.
Despite our measures to standardise spirometric performance, the proportions in our study who did not meet the
ATS criteria were a little higher than those found in other
studies involving multiple centres or repeated measurements
over time in which test failures of 8.9–13.8% (as measured by
criteria that varied but included a measure of FEV1
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